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1. Introduction

In the patients who undergo the hemiglossectomy and reconstruction with free flap transfer, remaining oropharyngeal tissue and function is relatively large, and majority of patients recover speech and eating function, which allow them to live a normal life. Actually, many reports have described that the functional results are generally good after the reconstruction with flaps following hemiglossectomy [1-9]. However, it is rather difficult to perform the reconstruction that makes the best of remaining tissue and function. In this chapter, we describe our reconstructive concept and procedures from the plastic surgeon’s standpoint, together with presenting the unfavorable results.

2. Concept of reconstruction and operative procedure

We itemize our concepts for the reconstruction of the defects following hemiglossectomy. The schematic of our reconstructive procedures is shown in Fig.1 and 2.

1. Employ long but not-voluminous flap because the short and voluminous flap spoil the tongue movement.

The length of flap corresponded to “epiglottic vallecula ~ lingual apex” requires 15~17 cm. The short flap less than 14 cm restricts thrust function of the tongue because the transferred flap has a tendency to shrink longitudinally after the operation. On the other hand, the volume of the flap should not be so large. Because the volume of remaining tongue is preserved enough for the eating function in the patients with hemiglossectomy, voluminous flap does not help but spoil eating and speech function.

2. Restore mobile tongue with long, narrow, and thin flap (Fig. 1 (A)).

After hemiglossectomy, restoration of mobile tongue with a voluminous flap tends to result in spoilage of speech function because a remaining tongue is “burdened with heavy flap”. We recommend that the mobile tongue should be restored with long, narrow and thin flap. Namely, the mobile tongue is intentionally restored as long as and thinner than original tongue. We consider this is the best balance of aesthetic and functional restoration.
3. Apply several z-plasties at the back of tongue (Fig. 1 (B)), and oral floor (Fig. 1 (C)).

We often see a postoperative scar contracture along the suture line between flap and remaining tongue, which consequently reduces a range of lingual mobility. From the plastic surgeon’s point of view, the occurrence of this scar contracture is inevitable, but it can be prevented to some extent by the application of several z-plasty (or insertion of triangle flap). We also see a contracture at the oral floor. To prevent this contracture, insertion of a triangle flap to the mucosa of oral floor at the ventral base of the tongue is effective (Fig. 1 (C)).

4. Filling dead space of oral floor not with muscle body but with adiposal tissue to avoid postoperative collapse of the oral floor and lingual root (Fig. 1 (D), Fig. 2)).

For the good eating function, appropriate reconstruction of the oral floor is mandatory. If the oral floor might be reconstructed with thin flap, the resultant oral floor would collapse, which occasionally causes the swallowing difficulty. Similarly, if the retro-mandibular dead space might be reconstructed with a muscle body, the muscle body would gradually become atrophic which causes collapse of oral floor. We recommend that the retro-mandibular space should be filled up with adiposal (deepithelized) flap (Fig. 2).

“A” indicates a long, narrow, and thin flap attached to the mobile tongue
“B” indicates the triangle flaps set to the back of tongue
“C” indicates the triangle flap set to to the oral floor
“D” indicates the part

Fig. 1. Schematic of the reconstruction of the defects after hemiglossectomy
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5. Check whether residual tongue is in an appropriate position during flap transfer. When a patient undergoes the operation under a general anesthesia, a tongue is placed in a glossoptotic position. So sewing of the flap on the tongue is performed pulling a remaining tongue out of a glossoptotic position.

6. Cover the great vessels (carotid artery and jugular vein) with the small muscle body if necessary. In the patients with high risk of infection or leakage (due to chemo-radiation therapy, diabetes mellitus, and so on), small muscle body is harvested together with a flap during flap elevation, and set on the great vessels to prevent a rupture of them due to a leakage and/or infection.

7. Select appropriate flap depending upon the oral defects and thickness of the fat layer of a patient (whether a patient is obese or slender). We choose an appropriate flap chiefly among the radial forearm, anterolateral thigh, and deep inferior epigastric flap.

8. Choose the appropriate recipient artery among the branches of external carotid or subclavian arteries (referred to as “branch artery” hereafter). Anastomose two flap veins to the internal and external jugular venous system respectively. When an appropriate branch artery to serve as the recipient is unavailable (ex. in patients with previous operation and/or irradiation therapy), end-to-side anastomosis directly to the external carotid artery (ECA) is a good option. For safer transfer, we recommend that two flap veins (a comitant and a cutaneous vein in the forearm flap, two comittant veins in the anterolateral thigh and inferior epigastric flap) should be anastomosed to the internal and external jugular venous system separately.
3. Representative case

A 57-year-old male patient with the lingual cancer underwent hemiglossectomy and modified radical neck dissection. A deep inferior epigastric flap (15 x 6 cm) with 3 triangle lobe was harvested including small amount of muscle body (Fig. 3a). A part of the flap (2 x 7 cm) was deepithelized to fill the retro-mandibular dead space (Fig. 3a (D)). The flap was sutured to the remaining tongue (Fig. 3b). The inferior epigastric artery was anastomosed to the superior thyroid artery, and two comitant inferior epigastric veins were anastomosed to the internal and external jugular vein respectively. The small muscle body was set on the great vessels. At this point, the reconstructed tongue protruded about 3 cm from incisor line (Fig. 3c). Postoperative course was uneventful. The patient recovered good eating and speaking function with aesthetically-satisfactory tongue (Fig. 3d).

“A” indicates a long, narrow, and thin flap attached to the mobile tongue.
“B” indicates the triangle flaps to be inserted into the back of tongue.
“C” indicates the triangle flap to be inserted into the oral floor at the ventral base of tongue.
“D” indicates the deepithelized flap to be set at the retro-mandibular space.
“E” indicates the muscle body to be set on the great vessels.

Fig. 3a. Harvested flap.
Fig. 3b. Reconstructed tongue. Arrow indicates a triangle flap inserted to the back of tongue.
Fig. 3c. Findings of neck just after the vascular anastomosis. Muscle body covers the great vessels (arrowhead). Note the reconstructed tongue tip that protrudes beyond the incisors as it stands (arrow).
Fig. 3d. Postoperative findings. Although the size of reconstructed tongue is smaller than that of original tongue, the shape of tongue is natural. The eating and speaking function is excellent with wide range of mobility.
4. Discussion

Regarding the volume of the flap for the defects of hemiglossectomy, there was some reports that discuss whether the reconstruction with flap is necessary or not [10,11], but most papers describe that reconstruction with free flap provide good functional results [1-9]. The flaps seen in these papers are comparatively large, and the size of reconstructed tongues is as large as that of original tongue. However, the restoration of mobile tongue with a voluminous flap causes the spoilage of speech function because heavy flap hinders the motion of a remaining tongue (Fig.4a). We consider that the flap that restore the mobile part of the tongue (front half) should be long but thin and narrow.

Fig. 4a. Examples of unfavorable results decreased mobility of tongue due to heavy voluminous flap (arrow) (Postoperative findings of a 32-year-old male with lingual cancer who underwent right hemiglossectomy and reconstruction with anterolateral thigh flap).
On the other hand, the lingual root requires some voluminous reconstruction to prevent miss-swallowing or dysphagia. It has been reported that the transferred muscle flap more decrease its volume postoperatively because of the interruption of muscle innervation compared with an adiposal flap [12,13]. So we recommend that lingual root and retro-mandibular space should be reconstructed with adipo-cutaneous tissue, not muscle. A part of the flap is deepithelized (Fig.3a (C)) and set at the retro-mandibular space attaching the dermis to the mandibular bone (Fig.2). We call this method “de-epithelialized flap overlapping method” which is useful also for the prevention of leakage in the flap-gingival suture [14].

Care should be taken whether residual tongue is in an appropriate position when the operators suture the flap to the tongue. Because the tongue is placed in a glossoptotic position under the general anesthesia, if the flap is sutured to the tongue as it stands, the tongue is fixed at the glossoptotic position. As a result, the patients have difficulty in deglutition and protrusion of their tongue. Chepeha and his colleagues [9] reported that tongue protrusion greater than 0.8 cm is associated with better swallowing results in the tongue reconstruction of the hemiglossectomy defect. So the operators should suture the flap to the tongue, pulling the tongue to the protruding position out of a glossoptotic position. By fixing a remaining tongue appropriately (protrusive position) to the mandible via flap, the larynx is consequently placed in an elevated position.

Insertion of a triangle flap to the oral floor at the ventral base of the tongue had been reported [8]. We observed that small triangle flap (less than 2 cm) shrunk postoperatively and was not so effective as was expected. So we recommend triangle flap with a size of more than 3 cm should be used. Applying several z-plasties at the back of tongue, to our knowledge, has not been reported up to now. In the majority of cases (not to say all cases), a postoperative scar contracture along the suture line between flap and remaining tongue occurs to a greater or lesser extent (Fig.4b). From the plastic surgeon’s point of view, this inevitable contracture can be prevented by the application of several z-plasty (or insertion of triangle flap).

Concerning the question as to what is the best flap (radial forearm, anterolateral thigh, or deep inferior epigastric flap) for the reconstruction after hemiglossectomy, majority of recent papers suggest that the use of anterolateral thigh flap is the best option because the anterolateral thigh flap provide as good postoperative results as forearm flap whereas the former has less donor site morbidity than latter does [2-5]. We generally agree with them. The use of radial forearm flap may be the best in terms of not disturbing the movement of the tongue because the forearm flap is thin, soft and lithe compared with other two flaps. However, forearm flap is generally too thin for the adequate reconstruction of oral floor and its harvest leaves ugly scar on the forearm. So we recommend that the first choice is the anterolateral thigh flap while the deep inferior epigastric flap is indicated in patients with thin adiposal tissue in the thigh region.

We seldom have difficulties in the selection of appropriate recipient arteries for microvascular free flap transfer in the head and neck region because many sizable branches of the external carotid or subclavian artery are available. However, we occasionally encountered the lack of an appropriate recipient artery, especially in patients with recurrent
cancer after previous surgery and/or irradiation therapy. For these cases, we have preferentially employed the ECA trunk as the recipient artery and anastomosed in an end-to-side fashion, with uneventful results [15]. Careful creation of a hole on ECA for anastomosis is an important key to successful anastomosis. In such difficult cases, the tunica intima of the ECA is as damaged as that of branch arteries, and careless operation may cause irrecoverable injury of the intima. The skin biopsy trepan is useful to create a hole without injuring the intima.

Fig. 4b. Examples of unfavorable results remarkable scar contracture along the straight suture line between the flap and remaining tongue (arrow) (Postoperative findings of a 51-year-old male with lingual cancer who underwent left hemiglossectomy and reconstruction with anterolateral thigh flap).
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